This is the site plan. Note that Wildwood is on a hill, with slopes on 3 sides — immediately behind to the middle school; at the back of the proposed new building; and from Strong Street down to the school.

This chart shows student flow from the parent car-loop and the bus-loop into the entrance plaza. (p. 622 of the Schematic Design)

Charts annotated from JCJ Architecture’s “Wildwood Elementary Project”. Online at http://SASSamherst.org/
This is the plan of proposed play areas.

2 of 4 play spaces are on asphalt.

There is no single large grassy play field; the designated field is not large enough to put a soccer pitch. Kids may time-share the middle school's play field, down a fairly steep slope, that will require maintenance and additional funding for an ADA-accessible ramp.

This is the first floor plan. The second floor plan has the fourth and fifth graders (in both wings) and the sixth grade “pod” together in one wing.